104. (ALL) Please state how the Services ensure the implementation of Directive-Type
Memorandum 11-063: Expedited Transfer of Military Service Members Who File Unrestricted
Reports of Sexual Assault.
DoD
DoDI 6495.02, Sexual Assault Prevention and Response (SAPR) Program Procedures,
published March 28, 2013, establishes expedited transfer policy and procedures for
victims of sexual assault (in accordance with paragraph 4.r. above the signature of this
Instruction and Enclosure 5 of this Instruction). Additional guidance may be spelled
out in Service specific regulations.
Directive-Type Memorandum 11-063: Expedited Transfer of Military Service
Members Who File Unrestricted Reports of Sexual Assault requires the following:
• Expedited transfer data requirements have been incorporated into DSAID.
• The Military Services will report the following data pertaining to expedited
transfers in their FY13 Annual Report to Congress. (See Data Call for the Fiscal Year
2013 Department of Defense Annual Report on Sexual Assault in the Military, dated
September 25, 2013). Data call questions include the following:
o Describe and provide documentation of your Service or Component’s expedited
victim transfer request policy, including measures taken to ensure victims are
informed in a timely manner of their right to request an expedited transfer.
Documentation should be included as an appendix.
o With regards to temporary and/or permanent local expedited transfers (a different
location within their assigned command or installation), provide the following
information:
 The number requested
 The number approved as the victim requested
 The number approved different than the victim requested
 The number denied and a summary of why
 The number moved within 30 days of approval
 The number moved after 30 days of approval
o With regards to permanent requested expedited transfers (from their assigned
command or installation), provide the following information:
o The number requested
o The number approved as the victim requested
o The number approved different than the victim requested
o The number denied and a summary of why
o The number moved within 30 days of approval
o The number moved after 30 days of approval
USA

On 3 October 2011, the Secretary of the Army issued Army Directive 2011-19
(Expedited Transfer or Reassignment Procedures for Victims of Sexual Assault). Its
provisions are being incorporated into the next revision of AR 600-20, and
implementation instructions are to be added to AR 614-30 (Overseas Service); AR
614-100 (Officer Assignments, Policies, Details, and Transfers; and AR 614-200
Enlisted Assignments and Utilization Management). In accordance with this Army
Directive, commanders must start with a presumption in favor of granting a victim’s
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request for transfer and take reasonable steps to prevent a transfer or reassignment
from negatively impacting a victim’s career. Commanders must also ensure the
victim is fully informed regarding reasonably foreseen impacts to his/her career,
potential impact of the transfer on investigation and potential prosecution of the case.
Only a general officer can disapprove a request. Under the Army policy, one of the
factors for the commander to consider is a transfer of the accused Soldier if the victim
wishes to remain with the unit.
The Army also issued an ALARACT message announcing the policy and two
MILPER messages with procedural guidance for personnel offices to process the
transfers. The SHARP Program Office and the Army Human Resources Command
(HRC) have established oversight procedures to quickly resolve any Soldier transfer
processing issues.
USAF

USN

USMC

USCG

Please see attached, “AFPCM 13002 Expedited Transfer Program” that was
distributed AF-wide on 3 Dec 13. Also, the Air Force is revising AFI 36-6001 which
will include directives on the Expedited Transfer Program. (Atch 12).
Implementation Guidance is included in the AFI and Policy Clarification for
Expedited Transfer was also sent out to the field elaborating on the Intent; Summary
of the Policy; The Role of the SARC and Sexual Assault Victim Advocates; The Role
of the Commander; Considerations for granting an Expedited Transfer; and Checklist.
In direct response to DTM 11-063, Navy issued NAVADMIN 132/12 (enclosed) on
20 April 2012, immediately executing DOD and SECNAV guidance for
implementation of expedited transfer procedures.
Navy Personnel Command (NPC) formally updated the Military Personnel Manual
guidance (MPM Article 1300-1200) for safety moves and expedited transfers on 8
June 2012. Navy is currently revising its policy to separate the safety move and
expedited transfer guidance. One article (MPM 1300-1200) will provide detailed
guidance on expedited transfer and another (MPM 1300-1250) will address safety
moves.
The Marine Corps released a Letter of Instruction to the Fleet Marine Force on 28
February 2012. In addition, a MARADMIN notifying all Marines of the process was
released on 19 April 2012. The policy has also been implemented through MCO
1752.5B. During annual training, Marines receive information on the Expedited
Transfer process and Victim Advocates are required to inform a victim who makes a
report of sexual assault of their right to request a transfer. Documentation that the
victim was informed of this option is included in the SAPR 8-Day Brief.
Upon first report by either the unit or someone within the unit's chain of command, the
Personnel Service Center ensures that the unit is aware of their responsibilities to the
victim and offers any assistance in setting up either temporary or a permanent change
of station assignment for the victim and/or accused until the situation is resolved.
Upon notification that the victim has requested a permanent change of station transfer,
Assignment Officers work expeditiously with the member’s
command to find a suitable location that provides a support network, medical care,
and takes the member’s input into consideration.
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